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Direction (Q. No. 1 to 5): Choose the word that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the
word in capital letters.
1. CLING
a) detach

b) clutch

c) hug

d) slice

2. CONTAIN
a) exclude

b) accept

c) unite

d) remove

3. PREVENT
a) avoid

b) interrupt

c) stop

d)cause

4. COMMON
a) standard

b) unusual

c) scary

d) super

5. SCHEDULED
a) assigned

b) prepared

c) unplanned

d) late

Direction (Q. No. 6 to 10): Tell whether each pair of words is synonyms or antonyms.
6. agree, disagree _________________________
a) Synonym
b)Antonym
7.

cold, freezing ___________________________
a) Synonym
b)Antonym

8. easy, difficult ___________________________
a) Synonym
b)Antonym
9. argue, squabble _________________________
a) Synonym
b)Antonym
10. guess, estimate _______________________
a) Synonym
b)Antonym

Direction (Q. No. 11 to 15):Read each sentence. Choose the correct pronoun that can replace
the underlined word(s) in each sentence.
11. Carol is writing a report on Thomas Edison.
a) Them b) It
c) Her
d) She
12. Dad rented a movie for my brother and me to watch tonight.
a)us
b) we
c)he
d) they

13. Miguel and his sister got a new puppy.
a) We
b)Their c) He
14. An ice cream truck drove down the street.
a) It
b) They
c) Her

d) They

d) Him

15. Do you want to go to the party with Hanna and Jamie?
a)her
b) we
c) they
d) them

Direction (Q. No. 16 to 20): Choose the correct noun of the underlined words.
16. She lives in Mumbai.
a) Common Noun

b) Proper Noun

17. The Principal was given a bouquet.
a) Common Noun
b) Proper Noun
18. Abdul likes to play with blocks.
a) Common Noun
b) Proper Noun
19. My Dad cooked dinner for us.
a) Common Noun
b) Proper Noun
20. We went for a picnic to Red Fort.
a) Common Noun
b) Proper Noun
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1- a
2- a
3- d
4- b
5-c
6- b
7- a
8- b
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